Global Tax Premier *
- Full access to IBFD's online offerings
- Unparalleled single-source tax research

Global Tax Explorer Plus **
- Unparalleled single-source tax research
- Comprehensive single-source tax research

Global Tax Explorer **
- Targeted single-source tax research
- Comprehensive single-source tax research

Tax Explorer – Country Select
- Targeted single-source tax research
- Comprehensive single-source tax research

Tax Treaties Database
- Targeted single-source tax research
- Comprehensive single-source tax research

Tax Treaty Case Law
- Targeted single-source tax research
- Comprehensive single-source tax research

Tax News & Analysis
- Comprehensive news and analysis of important international tax developments

Global Transfer Pricing Explorer
- Providing practical advice across:
  - Permanent Establishments: Broadest country coverage on PE including deviation analysis
  - Tax Control Manager: Minimizing exposure to risk of non-compliance

Tax Analysts and RIA Thomson are not included in this overview.

Historical Tax Archives (HTA) add-ons are available for many of our collections – consult the relevant product page at www.ibfd.org for more information.